. A real polynomial is asymptotically stable when all of its zeros lie in the open Ž . left half of the complex plane. We show that the Hadamard coefficient-wise product of two stable polynomials is again stable, improving upon some known results. Via the associated Hurwitz matrices we find another example of a class of totally nonnegative matrices which is closed under Hadamard multiplication.
INTRODUCTION
The Hadamard product of two polynomials p x s a x n q a x ny1 qиии qa x q a Ž . The problem of determining the locus of zeros of p) q in terms of those w x if p and q has a long history. In 1895, Malo 13 proved that if the zeros of p are all real and the zeros of q are all real and of the same sign then all w x the zeros of p) q are real as well. Weisner 19 generalized this result to the case in which the zeros of p are all real and negative, while those of q lie in a sector S with its vertex at the origin and with aperture ␣ F ; ␣ then all zeros of p) q lie in S as well. More generally, from a theorem of ␣ w x w x de Bruijn 3 and using 16 it follows that if all the zeros of p are in a sector S of aperture ␣ centered on the negative real axis, and all the ␣ zeros of q are in a similar sector S of aperture ␤, where ␣ , ␤ F , then ␤ all zeros of p) q are in the sector S .
␣q␤
Here we concentrate on classes of stable polynomials. A polynomial w x Ž . p g ‫ޒ‬ x is Hurwitz or asymptotically stable if every zero of p is in the open left half of the complex plane, and p is quasi-stable if every zero of p w x is in the closed left half of the complex plane. Also, p g ‫ޒ‬ x is sinusoidal if every zero of p is purely imaginary or 0, and p is almost sinusoidal if exactly one zero of p is not purely imaginary or 0, and is negative. This Ž . terminology is motivated by consideration of the long-term t ª ϱ qualitative behaviour of a general solution to the differential equation Ž . Ž . w x p drdt V t s 0, see Section 3.1 of 2 .
Our main result is the following. The multiplicity of as a zero of p is Ž . denoted by mult , p . We use the notations p †q for '' p interlaces q,'' p < q for '' p alternates left of q,'' and p $ q for ''either p †q or p < q.'' Of course, any polynomial which stands in one of these relations a fortiori has only real zeros. By convention, we say that for any polynomial p with only real zeros, all of w x p †0, 0 †p, p < 0, and 0 < p hold. A nonzero p g ‫ޒ‬ x is standard when its leading coefficient is positive. For brevity, we say that a polynomial has only nonpositi¨e zeros to indicate that all of its zeros are real and nonpositive. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that F and P are standard. Since Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž . F and P are quasi-stable, we have F x s f x q xg x and P x s Ž 2 . Ž 2 . p x q xq x , where f, g, p, q are standard, have only nonpositive zeros,
)q x and by Theorem 4, f ) p and g ) q are standard with only Ž . Ž . nonpositive zeros, and g ) q $ f ) p. This proves a . For b , if either F or P is sinusoidal, then one of f, g, p, q is zero, so that one of f ) p or g ) q is zero, so that F ) P is sinusoidal. If both F and P are sinusoidal with multiplicities at 0 of opposite parity then either f s 0 s q or g s 0 s p. In Ž . r gcd g ) q, f ) p s x , the only point of the imaginary axis which can be a Ž . Ž . zero of F ) P is the origin. Part e follows from d .
We now summarize the lemmas required for our proof of Theorem 4; w x proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 are given in Section 3 of 18 . 
Lemma 7 is a useful characterization of the relation g $ f, due essenw x w x tially to Krein. Proposition 1.6 of 17 and results of Section 3 of 18 provide a proof. 
where
We Ž . a The operations ) and ᭪ are commutati¨e, associati¨e, and ‫-ޒ‬ bilinear.
Ž . b L, J, and D are
Ž . e Lxf s JLf.
Ž .
w x Theorem 11 a sharpens a result of Laguerre; see 12, p. 341 . 
By the induction hypothesis J kq 1 Lf has only real zeros, so that by Rolle's
Lf †J Lf. From Lemma 5 we deduce that J L x y f has only real zeros, and that
Ž . This proves a . Furthermore, if f has only nonpositive zeros then we may assume that F 0, and by induction that J kq 1 Lf has only nonpositive zeros which are simple except possibly at the origin. By Lemma 7 we see
Lf also has only nonpositive zeros which are simple except possibly at the origin. This Ž . proves b .
Ž .
Ž . For c and d we may write
with each c G 0, by Lemma 7, with the notation explained there. Thus
by Lemmas 5 and 6, which proves c .
Ž . For d , first notice that the largest power of x which divides
. Thus, it suffices to show that gcd J Lg, J Lf is w x a power of x. Consider any q g ‫ޒ‬ x with only nonpositive zeros. By part Ž .
b , and since J Lq s DJ Lq, we have gcd J Lq, J Lq sx , where Ž . Since Df †f, the induction hypothesis implies that Df ᭪ p $ f ᭪ p, and ŽŽ . . since f ᭪ p has only nonpositive zeros, it follows that f ᭪ p $ x Df ᭪p . Ž . Now by Lemma 5 it follows that f ᭪ x y p has only nonpositive zeros, Ž . proving part a , and that
Ž .
By symmetry, for each F 0 we also have Ž . For c , since f ᭪ p has only nonpositive zeros, Lemma 8 applies. Thus, either f ᭪ p is a power of x, or it has two consecutive nonzero coefficients. In the latter case, since g᭪ p s f ᭪ p, it follows that f and g have a pair of consecutive equal nonzero coefficients. By Lemma 9, since g $ f this implies that f s g.
Proof of Theorem 4. Part a follows immediately from Theorems 11 Ž . and 12, since f ) p s L f ᭪p .
Ž . For part b , from Theorems 11 and 12 we see that 
w x ii Tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrices 14 .
iii Triangular totally nonnegative infinite Toeplitz matrices such w x that the value on the kth diagonal is a polynomial function of k 18 .
Ž . iv Green's matrices g which are totally nonnegative, where 
w x v Finite moment matrices 6 of probability measures which are Ž either symmetric around 0 or possess nonnegative support Heiligers, . private communication .
As a consequence of Theorem 1 and the above remarks, we may include another class of matrices in this list.
THEOREM 13. If M and N are n-by-n nonsingular totally nonnegati¨e Hurwitz matrices then M ) N is a nonsingular totally nonnegati¨e Hurwitz matrix.
The condition of nonsingularity can be weakened slightly by using w x Theorem 2 of 1 .
